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A generalization of the usual motion of symmetry for monoidal categories, 
called a ‘braiding’, was introduced in [3,4]. In that work, Joyal and Street showed 
that the free such category was the category with (geometric) braids as arrows, 
and gave a coherence theorem for braided monoidal categories in terms of braids. 
It was shown that a braiding was the appropriate notion of ‘commutativity’ for a 
2-categorical version of the Eckmann-Hilton theorem (“A group object in the 
category of groups is an abelian group.“), to wit, “A monoid in the category of 
monoidal categories is a braided monoidal category”. Also in [3, 41, Joyal and 
Street gave an interpretation of abelian 3-cocycles in terms of braided compact 
closed groupoids. 
In [2] Freyd and Yetter showed that certain categories arising naturally from 
topological considerations in the work of Jones, Kauffman, Homfly, and others 
(esp. Kauffman [5]) are in fact braided categories satisfying a nonsymmetric 
generalization of compact closedness. In particular, it was shown that the category 
of oriented tangles modulo regular isotopy is the free braided strict pivotal 
category on one object generator (in the terminology of Joyal and Street [4]). 
This observation was then used to give a functorial view of the recently discovered 
knot polynomials, and to construct invariants of links, framed links and 3- 
manifolds. 
In this work, we shall use the connection between knot theory (in particular 
‘formal’ knot theory in the style of Kauffman) and category theory in the opposite 
direction to derive coherence theorems for various generalizations of compact 
closed categories, both braided and (general) nonsymmetric. The 
authors are indebted to Andre Joyal and Ross Street for observations of errors 
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(and less serious inadequacies) in earlier versions of this work, and for the general 
influence of their work [3, 41, as well as to the referee of [2] for helpful 
corrections. 
We review briefly some notions from knot theory and category theory: 
1. Tangles 
By a link we shall mean a family of disjoint oriented polygonal simple closed 
curves in Iw’. 
Definition 1.1. A link diagram is a projection of a link in Iw’ onto a plane such 
that the resulting curve has only isolated double points with transverse intersec- 
tion as singularities, together with a choice at each double point of which line is 
the overcrossing (i.e. has larger coordinate in direction orthogonal to the plane), 
with orientation inherited from the link. 
Definition 1.2. A tangle is a portion of a knot diagram contained in a rectangle, 
and incident with the boundary only on the top and bottom edges, where it 
intersects transversly. We say that two tangles are equal if there is an isotopy of 
the plane carrying one to the other in such a way that corresponding edges of the 
rectangle are preserved set-wise. 
Following Kauffman [5] we make the following definition: 
Definition 1.3. Two link diagrams or tangles are regularly isotopic if they are 
equivalent under moves R.2, 0.3, A. r.1, and A.7r.2 given in Figs. l-4. 
(The first two are two of the three Reidemeister moves, while the last two are 
moves given in [8] to capture combinatorially the ‘isotopies of the projection’.) 
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Note that the other Reidemeister move, 0.1, illustrated in Fig. 5 is missing: this is 
the difference between regular isotopy and isotopy. 
Slightly generalizing a notion from Kauffman [5], we make the following 
definition: 
Definition 1.4. A diagram is a tangle with no double points. 
It was the fundamental observation of Yetter [9] that tangles form a monoidal 
category, the structure of which was further elucidated in [2]. In the present work, 
we shall use suitably labelled tangles and diagrams to obtain coherence theorems 
for several classes of categories with structure. We thus make the following: 
Definition 1.5. For C a small category and R = Z or 212, by a (C, R)-tangle (resp. 
a (C, R)-diagram), we mean a tangle (resp. diagram) equipped with a finite set, 
A, of regular points on the interiors of its arcs, together with labels 
(o(a), n(a)) E Oh(C) x R f or each component, cy, of the tangle with A and all 
maxima and minima (interior to the bounding rectangle) deleted, and labels, 
~(6) E Arr(C) for each point 6 E A, such that: 
(LTl) n(a) is even if CY is oriented downward, odd if CY is oriented upward. 
(LT2) If (Y and p are arcs incident with a minimum, (Y lying to the left, and p to 
the right, then n(p) = n(a) + 1. 
(LT3) If CY and p are arcs incident with a maximum, (Y lying to the left, and p 
to the right, then n(p) = n(a) - 1. 
(LT4) If (Y and p arcs incident with a point 6 E A, and passing along the curve 
in the direction given by the orientation, one passes from cx to p, then n(p) = 
n(a), source( ~(6)) = o(a), and target(p(8)) = o(p). 
We must now give notions of equivalence appropriate for labelled tangles and 
diagrams. First note that if either instance of A.r.1 is applied to a portion of a 
labelled tangle containing no point of A, there is a unique way of labelling the 
new tangle. We shall refer to this move on labled tangles as A. T. 1. For labelled 
tangles, the moves 0.2, 0.3 and A.7r.2 will be considered applicable to portions 
of the tangle containing no points of A. 
Fig. 5. 0.1. 
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Definition 1.6. Two labelled tangles related by the moves fi.2, 0.3, A. n.1, A. r.2, 
A.1, A.2, A.3 and A.4 will be said to be regularly isotopic. Two diagrams related 
by A.rr.1, A.1, A.2, and A.4 will be said to be isotopic. A.l-A.4 are illustrated in 
Figs. 6-9. 
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The astute reader will observe immediately that (C, R)-tangles taken modulo 
regular isotopy and (C, R)-diagrams taken modulo isotopy each form a strict 
monoidal category with composition named by vertical juxtaposition, and @J 
named by horizontal juxtaposition. These categories will turn out to be strictified 
versions of most of the structures we will consider. It will be convenient to note 
that the objects in these categories correspond to words on the alphabet Oh(C) x 
R; we shall call such words (C, R)-words. 
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2. Monoidal categories 
Definition 2.1. A monoidal category V= (V, 63, I, (Y, p, A) consists of a category, 
V, a functor C3 : V x V-+V (written in infix notation), and natural isomorphisms 
(~~,~,c: (A@B)@3C+A@(B@3C), p*:A@Z+A, and A,: Z@A-+A such 
that 
(Ml) (A@B)@(C@D) 
((A@B)@C)'= 
k A@(B@(C@D)) 
\ 
Ct@JD 
/ 
A& 
(A@(B@C))@D~A@((B@C)@D) 
and 
042) 
A@B 
V is strict if all components of CY, p, and A are identity maps. 
A (strong) monoidal functor between monoidal categories V and W is a triple 
(F, F", F"), where F is a functor from V to W, F" is a natural isomorphism 
between @” F and (F, F) Q?& (as f unctors from V X V to W to W), and F” is an 
isomorphism (in W) between F(Z) and I, such that 
WF1) 
’ F((A@B)@C)- F(A@B)@F(C) '@'(') ----+(F(A)@F(B))@F(C) 
F(m) 
I 
a 
F(A@(B@C))- F F(A)@F(B@C) ----+F(A)@(F(B)@F(C)) 
F(A)& 
and 
F(Z@ A)LF(Z)@ F(A) F(A @Z)LF(A)@ F(Z) 
(MF2) F(P) 
I I 
F”@F(A) F(h) 
I i 
F(A)@F” 
F(A) --I 8 F(A) F(A) c---;;---F(A) @ Z 
By abuse of notation we use F to denote either the functor or the whole triple 
(F, F-, F"). 
A monoidal natural transformation between two monoidal functors 
F, G : V+ W is a natural transformation I,!J : F-+ G such that the diagrams 
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WNl) 
F(A@B)L F(A) @ F(B) 
*ml? 
1 I 
*L,@h 
G(A @ B)- G(A) @ G(B) 
and 
F(Z) e, G(Z) 
W-1 \J FO GO 
I 
commute. 
Definition 2.2. A braiding in a monoidal category is a natural isomorphism 
so that both CT and u-r satisfy 
03) 
/ 
A@(B@C)d (B@C)@A 
a 
(A@ B)@C 
\ 
\ 
B@(C@A) 
T@C / 
(B@A)@C--~BC~~(AEJC) iscaT 
fl where r = IJ . 
As noted in [6], a monoidal category, V, can be regarded as bicategory with one 
O-cell in an obvious way, so that it makes sense to speak of a left (resp. right) 
adjoint for an object, A: to wit an object *A (resp. A*) equipped with unit and 
counit maps h, : I-+ AC3 *A and e, : *ABA-+ I (resp. 7~~ : I-+ A*@A and 
E~ : A @ A* -+ Z) satisfying the usual ‘triangular equations’: 
A&Z@A h@’ -(A *A)@A -%A@(*Ac~A)J%A@ZGA 
I 
*p, 0 ,‘A@Z **AC3(A@*A) L(*A@A)~I*A*Z@*AL*A 
A<A@Z ‘@I -A (A*@A) -S(AC~IA*)C~A%Z@A-GA 
I 
A*“--@A* %(~*63~)63AA*& A*@(A@A*)-A*@JZA*A 
are all identities. 
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The remainder of the paper will be devoted to using tangles and diagrams to 
give coherence theorems for various classes of monoidal categories with chosen 
adjoints. Using terminology suggested by Joyal and Street [4], the most general 
such are the following: 
Definition 2.3. An autonomous category is a monoidal category equipped with a 
choice for each object A of a left adjunction (*A, h,, eA) and a right adjunction 
(A*, VA? ‘A). 
As was done in [6] for chosen left adjoints in the symmetric case, we observe 
that *( ) and ( )* each extend to a strong contravariant monoidal endofunctor 
with canonical isomorphisms 
c: *(A@B)~*B@*A, 
rt: *IGI, 
y : (A@M)*=A*@B* 
and 
v:z*-I 
as well as natural isomorphisms of monoidal functors 
k : “(A*)2 A 
and 
K : (*A)*; A 
each defined in the obvious way in terms of the monoidal structure and the units 
and counits of the adjunctions. The reader can easily verify that (*( ), ( )*, k, K) 
gives an adjoint equivalence between the autonomous category and its opposite 
category. (Recall that if V is a monoidal category, V”” becomes a monoidal 
category when equipped with the same 8 and I, and with LY -I, p -’ and A -’ from 
V as its CY, p and A.) 
All categories in the classes considered will be autonomous categories, but 
except in the first instance, they will have some additional structure imposed 
(e.g., a braiding, a natural isomorphism between ( )* and *( ), or some strictness 
condition). 
For each class of categories for which we prove a coherence theorem, our 
method will be to isolate a portion of the structure for which a coherence theorem 
of the old all-diagrams-commute type is true, then to use this together with the 
formalism of tangles and (geometric) diagrams to characterise the free category 
on a given base category for the entire structure. 
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3. Both adjoints 
The key theorems in the following are characterizations of the free autonomous 
category and free braided autonomous category on a small category of generating 
maps, C, in terms of diagrams and tangles. Such characterizations were first given 
by Joyal and Street [4], but we provide restatements and proofs for the sake of 
completeness. 
As in the symmetric case [6], the objects of the free categories are easy to 
characterize: in both the (purely) nonsymmetric and braided case, they are the 
free (I, *( ), ( )*, @)-algebra on Oh(C). Before we can characterize the maps, we 
need to observe that the set of (C, R)-words has the structure of a monoid with 
anti-automorphism, r: composition is concatenation, while r is given by 
T[(O,> n,> . . ’ (Ok, n,)] = (ok, nk + 1). . . (o,, n, + 1). 
Definition 3.1. If X is an element of the free (I, *( ), ( )*, @)-algebra on Oh(C), 
the word associated to X, w(X), is the image of X under the homomorphism of 
(1, *( ), ( )*, @)- lg b a e ras targetted in (C, R)-words which carries I to the empty 
word, ( )* to T, *( ) to 7-‘, 8 to concatenation and every C E Oh(C) to (C, 0). 
Lemma 3.2. Let V be any monoidal category equipped with contravariant strong 
monoidal endofunctors F and G, and monoidal natural isomorphisms 
k : FG+Id, and K : GFS Id, so that (F, G, k, K) establishes an adjoint equiva- 
lence between V and V”“, and the diagrams 
commute. Suppose moreover that the objects of V are the free (I, F, G, @)-algebra 
on a set S, then there is a unique isomorphism nameable in terms of F, G, I, 8, 
identity maps on the objects S, and components of F”, G”, F”, G”, k, K, a, p, A 
and their inverses from any object of V to an object of the form 
where CD, is Id,, FN, or GN for some N E N and S, E S, and where the case of n = 0 
is interpreted as I. (Both here and in the following we adopt the convention that in 
left-associated objects we drop parenthesization.) In particular, encoding S as 
(S, O), G”(S) as (S, n), and F”(S) as (S, -n), the object @,(S,)C3...@@n(S,) is 
encoded as the (S, Z)-word associated to the original object (with left parenthesi- 
z&ion). 
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And hence there is a unique isomorphism nameable in terms of the structure of 
the lemma between any two objects with the same associated (S, Z)-word. 
Proof. First we describe a particular such isomorphism d, : X+ _X, where _X is of 
the given form. We proceed recursively according to the structure of X as an 
element of the free (I, F, G, @)-algebra on S: 
In the following an exponent in curly braces (e.g. 4’“‘) indicates the unique 
composition of maps named in terms components of I,!J and I+!-’ applicable to 
objects of the given form, and in which all occurrences of $ occur within covariant 
functors, and all occurrences of I/-’ occur within contravariant functors. (For 
example, applied to F’(G’(X)), K”’ indicates F’(K)F(K-‘).) Note that the 
exponential notation is justified since it is easy to show 
while if I,!J is a natural isomorphism, so is Cc, ‘n) when suitable functors are provided 
as sources and targets. 
If X is of the form 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
I, 
Q(S) > 
F”(G”A) , 
G”(F’“A) . 
F”(A@B), 
G”(A@ B) , 
F”(I) , 
G”(I) , 
a tensor product , 
d,=l,, 
d, = l@(S) ) where @ = Id,, F” or G” 
and SES, 
d =KiOd_ b” 
d*’ = k’“‘d 
‘(6”’ ‘A) 7 where s = min(n, m) , 
d: = F -tn $F,:;;;;,;;j , 
where s = min(n, m) , 
if n is even , 
d, = F”(“)d,,,C,,BP,,C,, , if n is odd , 
d = G”‘“)d 
G”(A)@G”(B) 7 
d; = G -“‘)dG,,CSjgG,,CAj 
if n is even , 
, if n is odd, 
d, = f’“‘“’ , 
d/Y = G”‘“’ ’ 
d, is the unique isomorphism in terms of the 
monoidal category structure to a left-associated 
I-reduced object, Y, @. . .@ Y,n. followed by 
d,, 63 . . . @ d, ,,,, followed by dy,B1...Bx,l . 
It then suffices to show that if f : X + Y is any map named in terms of 
identities, 0, F, G and a single component of F”, G ^I, F”, G”, k, K, a, p, A or 
their inverses, then X=x, and the diagram 
X=X 
commutes. 
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Now in particular, f is of the form @( $), where 4 is a component of one of the 
maps named above, and @ is a functor which is a composite of F’s, G’s, ( )@ A’s 
and B @( )‘s for various objects A and B. Now by the recursive construction of 
the d,‘s we can find initial factors of d, and d, so that we have a diagram 
where~‘isnowafunctoroftheformA,~...~A,,~CCBB,~...BB,,whereC 
is of one of the forms explicitly given in the recursive construction, and Q’(4) 
applies to it in such a way as to change its form (i.e. Q’(4) changes the functor 
explicitly noted in the definition, not the object variables contained therein). 
(Note, when 4 is part of the monoidal structure, we must use Mac Lane’s 
coherence theorem [7] to ensure that we can factor the map to the left-associated 
Z-reduced form through an object with C unchanged.) Also since all maps 
involved are invertible, it suffices to check only one 4 from each pair of inverses. 
We thus have at first glance 81 instances to check. Many of these however are 
vacuous (since no map of the form @ ‘(4) can be applied to objects C of the given 
form in such a way as to change the functors explicitly noted in the description). 
In some cases the required diagram commutes for trivial reasons, while others are 
handled by invoking well-known coherence theorems, or the triangle identities for 
the adjoint equivalence between V and V”‘. Others require more detailed 
calculations. We summarize the case in Table 1 before giving calculations for the 
cases requiring them. 
Table 1 
K k F- G” a D A F” G” 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
V 
v 
t 
V 
v 
(i) 
V 
(9 
v 
” 
V 
V 
cf 
cf 
” 
” 
c 
” 
v 
v 
v 
(ii) 
(ii) 
V 
V 
c 
v 
v 
” 
” 
(ii) 
(ii) 
V 
V 
c 
V 
V 
V 
(iii) 
” 
V 
* 
” 
V 
” 
” 
(iii) 
V 
V 
V 
” 
* 
” 
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In Table 1, v indicates a vacuous case, * indicates a case which commutes for 
trivial reasons, c indicates a case which commutes by Mac Lane’s coherence 
theorem for monoidal categories [7], cf indicates a case which commutes by 
Epstein’s coherence theorem for monoidal functors (without identities) [l], t 
indicates cases which commute by the triangle identity for k and K, and lower case 
Roman numerals indicate cases handled individually below (for each Roman 
numeral case, we deal with one example, the others are handled analogously). 
Case (i). We show explicitly the case of G - applied to form 3: 
If m > n, consider the diagram 
F”(G”(X C3 Y)) i-cl, F"(G"-'(G(Y)@ G(X))) 
,in) I naturality of K “) I .(n) 
Gm-n(X@ Y) 
G(l) 
----Gm-n-‘(G(Y)@ G(X)) 
If m = II, consider the diagram 
F”(G”(X@ Y)) 
C(l) 
,F"(G"-'(G(Y)@ G(X))) 
\ 
naturality of K’~-‘) 
I 
,In-l) 
,(n-U 
x(n) exp. 
Gflrir.ay( ‘7 G(X)) 
ru1e F( G(X @ Y))‘2F(G(X)) @ F( G( Y)) 
J 
I( MN1 r@x 
XCZJY 
,J 
XBY 
\ 
iX@?y 
/ 
\ trivial / 
If m < n, consider the diagram 
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F”(Gm(X@ Y)) 
G(l) 
@"(G"-'(G(Y) @ G(X))) 
naturality of ~‘~-l) 
Y)) d~,r 
I 
,(m-U 
1 F”-““(G(Y) 8 G(X)) 
MN1 + monoidal 
functoriality of F”-” +’ 
i 
,E("-m+l) 
Observe that the curly bracket convention obviates the need to handle n odd 
and II even cases separately, when Q(X){@} Q(Y) is used to denote 
Q(X) ‘8 Q(Y), when @ is a covariant functor, and Q(Y) @ Q(X) when @ is a 
contravariant functor. 
Case (ii). We show explicitly the case of p applied to form 5: Consider the 
diagram 
F”(X c?J Z) 
F”(P) 
,F”(X) 
F(“) I MF2 / P l@F”(“) 
F”(X){@} F”(Z)- F”(X){@) 1 
Case (iii). We show G” applied to form 3: 
If m > n, consider the diagram 
Coherence theorems 
@I) 
F"(G"(Z))- F"(G"-'(I)) 
.fn) I naturality of K in) I .(nl 
If m = n, consider the diagram 
F’YG’V)) 
GO(‘) 
> F”(G”,?(I)) 
\ / 
*C”-l) 
\ naturality of / 
” 
I 
If m < II, consider the diagram 
F”(G”VN 
GO(‘) > F"(G"-'(I)) 
Ktm-l) 
\ 
naturality of 
K(m-ll 
exp. K ( 02 ~~ I , 
63 
q 
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We now consider more closely the constructions of the functors *( ) and ( )* 
and the various canonical maps associated with them from the choices of adjoints. 
Lemma 3.3. In any autonomous category, the extension of *( ) (resp. ( )*) to a 
functor has the property that r) (resp. h) is a dinatural transformation from (the 
constant functor) I to ( )@ *( ) (resp. I to ( )*@( )), and F (resp. e) is a dinatural 
transformation from ( ) C3 ( )* to I (resp. from *( ) C% ( ) to r). 
Proof. Consider the case of 7, let f : A + B, now f* : B” -+ A” is given by 
The diagram 
thus commutes by an application of one of the triangle identities for the choice of 
right adjoints given by ( )*. Other cases follow similarly. 0 
Likewise we have the following lemma: 
Lemma 3.5. In any autonomous category the following equations hold: 
h,, =r]A(A*@k-‘), e,.=(kC3A*)eA, 
TJ*~ = h,&-‘@*A), E** = (“A@K)e, , 
Proof. Consider the construction of the canonical isomorphism between A and 
the left adjoint of the right adjoint of A (and the right adjoint of the left adjoint 
of A) in terms of the units and counits of the adjunction, then apply appropriate 
triangle identities. Cl 
Likewise a similar proof shows the following: 
Lemma 3.6. In any autonomous category the following equations hold: 
h A~~=hn(p-‘@*A)(A@hh,@*A)(a-‘@*A)a(A@B@c-’), 
71o@A =G(P-‘@A)(A*@%@A)(~-‘A)+-‘@(B@A)), 
e,~,=(c’@AAB)a-‘(aC3B)(*BG3e,@B)(p@B)e,, 
cBBA =(B@AA~)a -‘(a~B*)(B~eA~B*)(p~BB*)eB, •I 
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Finally we show that the two diagrams corresponding to those in the hypotheses 
of Lemma 3.2 commute. 
Lemma 3.7. In any autonomous category the following diagrams commute: 
Proof. We take the case involving K. Note that K~ = A -‘(qA $3 (*A)*)(A 63 e,,)p, 
while rC’ = v,h, and v = A -‘E,. The following diagram then verifies the needed 
commutativity: 
A=p 
I 11a n-turality 
/ 
naturality 
P 
-KC---, 
I 
l@e 
I*@I 
i 
P 
---I* I 
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We are in a position to prove the following theorem: 
Theorem 3.8. For a small category, C, the category A(C), with objects the free 
(1, *( ), ( )*, @)- a e Is b ra on Oh(C), and maps given by 
A(C)(X, Y) = (C, Z)-diagrams with source w(X) and target w(Y) 
modulo isotopy 
is isomorphic to the free autonomous category on C. 
Proof. First it is not hard to verify that with h, e, 7, and F given by (C, Z)- 
diagrams with underlying geometric diagrams given schematically by Fig. 10, 
A(C) is an autonomous category, and that C embeds by the functor which carries 
f : C+ D to the diagram in Fig. 11. (The triangle identities for the adjunctions 
follow from A.rr.1.) 
We now wish to show that given any functor, ?P, from C to an autonomous 
category X, it extends uniquely to a functor from A(C) to X which preserves the 
monoidal structure and the choice of adjoints. 
That there is a unique extension on objects is immediate from the fact that the 
objects of A(C) are the free (I, *( ), ( )*, @)-algebra on Oh(C). 
For maps, we first observe that any map in A(C) can be expressed in terms of 
maps in C and the structure maps of A(C) as an autonomous category. (Given 
h 
A 
EA 
Fig. 10. 
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GO) 
” f 
(Da 
Fig. 11. 
any pair of objects and a (C, Z)-diagram between them, starting with the source 
(resp. target) introduce parallel arcs representing components of h, 7, e and E 
until portions of (C, Z)-diagrams whose free ends are labelled by pairs (C, 0), C 
an object of C, are obtained. It is now possible (using isotopies introducing no 
new maxima or minima to fit the portions of the diagram together) to connect the 
free ends by edges with points labelled by maps of C to obtain a diagram isotopic 
to the original one, from which a decomposition in terms of the structure maps 
and maps of C can be read off-a precise algorithm for this procedure exists, but 
its description is tedious and not very illuminating. 
Thus if an extension of the functor from C to X exists, it is unique. 
We must now describe such an extension. It is here that Lemmas 3.2 to 3.7 
come into play. We must first describe how, given a (C, Z)-diagram, to associate 
to it a map in X, so as to preserve the monoidal and adjunction structures, and 
then show that any two isotopic (C, Z)-diagrams are associated to the same map 
in X. The lemmas will be useful, on the one hand, to show that the image map is 
independent of arbitrary choices made in constructing it from the diagram, and on 
the other hand, in showing that the isotopy relations follow from the autonomous 
category structure on A(C). 
Note that parallel vertical arcs without points of A can name maps only between 
objects with the same associated (C, Z)-word, and thus by Lemma 3.2 there is a 
unique isomorphism nameable in terms of *( ), ( )*, k, K, c, n, y, Y and their 
inverses, identity maps and the monoidal structure. We map any such diagram to 
the unique such map in X. 
A (C, L)-diagram with only vertical arcs, and a single point 6 E A, can then be 
interpreted as a composite of an isomorphism from Lemma 3.2, followed by an 
image of ~(6) under some composite of *( ), ( )*, A @( )‘s and ( )@ B’s, 
followed by another isomorphism from Lemma 3.2, and can be mapped to the 
corresponding composite in X. Note that the actual composite is independent of 
which image of ~(6) is chosen, since the canonical isomorphisms of Lemma 3.2 
enjoy obvious naturality properties with respect to images of C-maps, since they 
were constructed from natural transformations and functors using object variables 
ranging over S = Ob( C) . 
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Finally we map parallel maxima (resp. minima) to an isomorphism from 
Lemma 3.2 followed by a suitable instance of h or n (resp. an instance of e for F, 
followed by an isomorphism from Lemma 3.2). Here the image is independent of 
the choices made by applying the uniqueness condition of Lemma 3.2, and 
Lemmas 3.3, 3.5 and 3.6. 0 
Theorem 3.9. For a small category, C, the category BA(C), with objects the free 
(1, *( ), ( )*, @)- a e tg b ra on Oh(C), and maps given by 
BA(C)(X, Y) = (C, Z)-tangles with source w(X) and target w(Y) 
modulo regular isotopy 
is isomorphic to the free braided autonomous category on C. 
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as that of Theorem 3.9, except that the 
naturality of the braiding and condition B must be used to ensure independence 
from choices made in interpreting the crossings of the tangle (whether to put 
canonical isomorphisms from Lemma 3.2 or maps named by lables from Arr(C) 
before or after a crossing, or whether to interpret crossings of parallel strands as a 
single component of the braiding or a composite of several expanded instances). 
The move 0.2 follows from the invertibility of the braiding, while 0.3 follows 
from the naturality of the braiding and condition B. A.rr.2 follows from inver- 
tibility, naturality and condition B (cf. [2]). Cl 
We then have as corollaries formal-diagram coherence theorems for autono- 
mous and braided autonomous categories. 
Corollary 3.10. A formal diagram built of instances of composition, @, *( ), ( )*, 
I, CY, (Y-l, p, p-l, h, A-‘, h, e, 7, and E (resp. the same together with instances of cr, 
and a-‘) and object variables describes a commutative diagram for all instantia- 
tions of the variables by objects in an autonomous category (resp. braided 
autonomous category) if and only if the underlying diagrams (resp. tangles) of its 
legs are isotopic (resp. regularly isotopic). Cl 
It is likewise possible to consider various ways of strictifying autonomous 
categories. In particular, we can consider those in which any combination of the 
following are strict: 
(1) the monoidal structure, 
(2) *( ) and ( )* as monoidal functors, 
(3) the inversion of *( ) by ( )*. 
In each case the maps in the free such category on C are named by (C, Z)- 
diagrams, while the objects are named by elements of the free algebra on Oh(C) 
for a quotient theory of (I, *( ), ( )*, @)-algebras. For each of the individual 
strictifications, the extra equations are: 
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(1) monoid equations on I, 8, 
(2) equations to make *( ) and ( )* into (I, @)-algebra anti-automorphisms, 
(3) equations to make *( ) and ( )* into inverse operations. 
In each case the induced functor from the free category for more relaxed 
axiomatics to that for a stricter one is an equivalence of categories. 
4. Isomorphic adjoints 
In the symmetric compact closed case, it is common to think of the adjoint 
(both right and left) as a ‘dual’ to the original object (as in the archetypical 
examples of the categories of finite-dimensional vector spaces or of finite- 
dimensional representations of a compact group). We now wish to consider a 
situation in which the two adjoints of an object, *A and A* are isomorphic in 
such a way that either can be regarded as ‘a dual’ to A. 
Definition 4.1. A sovereign category is an autonomous category equipped with a 
natural isomorphism of (contravariant) monoidal functors 4 : ( )*+ *( ), satisfy- 
ing moreover 
+a* 
A **-*(A*) 
(S) WJA'Y I I 
k 
(*A)*yA 
It would appear at first glance that the definition is asymmetric. However, we 
have the following: 
Proposition 4.2. In any sovereign category, C$ -’ : *( ) -+ 0* satisfies 
(S’> 
** (? *(‘a) >*(A*) 
+:A 
i I kA 
(*A)* yA 
Proof. Consider the diagram 
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Fig. 12. 
Condition S may be seen as saying that the two canonical ways of regarding ( )* 
as its own inverse (up to natural isomorphism) agree. 
We should note that in any braided autonomous category X, the braiding 
insures that any right-adjoint to an object is also a left adjoint. However, there 
are many choices of natural isomorphisms between ( )* and *( ), as illustrated by 
Fig. 12. 
In general (and in the free case in particular) none of these choices make X into 
a sovereign category since condition S fails. If the braiding is a symmetry, 
however, all of the choices agree and condition S holds. 
As in the case of autonomous categories, we begin by proving a coherence 
theorem for categories with only part of the structure. 
Lemma 4.3. Let V be any monoidal category equipped with a pair of contravariant 
monoidal endofunctors F and G, and natural isomorphisms of monoidal functors 
i: FGsId, j: GFsId, and ~$1 F It G, such that i and j establish an adjoint 
equivalence between the category and its opposite category, and such that the 
diagrams 
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commute, and such that Oh(V) is the free (I, F, G, @)-algebra on a set S. Then 
there is a unique isomorphism from any object of V to an object of the form 
where each Qi is either Id, or G, and S, ES (and n = 0 is interpreted as Z). In 
particular, encoding S as (S, 0) and G(S) as (S, l), @,,(S,) C?. . . C3 @,,((s,) is 
encoded by the (S, L/2)- word associated to the original object. 
And hence there is a unique isomorphism nameable in terms of the structures of 
the lemma between any two objects with the same associated (S, Z/2)-word. 
Proof. Our method of proof is the same as for Lemma 3.2. Again we define 
recursively a particular map, d, from any object, X, to an object of the given 
form: 
If X is of the form 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
1, 
S, 
G(S) > 
F(A) > 
G(A@BB), 
G(I) > 
G(G(A)) 9 
a tensor product , 
d,= 1, > 
d,=l,, SES, 
d,=lGc,,, SES, 
d,= W, > 
d, = G’-d,~,,w, 3 
dx=GO, 
d, = +-kd, , 
d, is the unique isomorphism in terms of the 
monoidal category structure to a left-associated 
Z-reduced object, Y, @ . + .@ Y,, followed by 
d,, 8. . * Bd,, followed by dx,B...B;, 
Again we describe the handling of cases in tabular form (Table 2); symbols 
filling the table have the same meaning as in the proof of Lemma 3.2, while S 
indicates that commutativity of the diagram follows from the diagrammatic 
condition S. 
Table 2 
K k F” G- a P h F” G” 4 
(1) ” v v v v v v V V V 
(2) V V V 
;) F 
V V V V V V 
(3) ” V V ” ” V V * 
(4) V S ” V V * V * 
(5) V V V * cf (ii) (ii) ” V * 
(6) V V V 
* V ” V V 
(7) (iii) v V (iv) V V V V c:, ; 
(8) V V V V C C C V V V 
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The following diagrams then handle the cases indicated by Roman numerals 
(for (ii) we show the case of p only): 
(i) 
F 
F(A@B) ’ F(A) @ F(B) 
4 I MN1 4@4 
G(A@B) J 
def. 
(ii) 
(iii) 
G(AC3Z) 
WC’) 
’ G(A) 
- 
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G(6;-‘) 
naturality 
/ W(B;s: G(A)) 
G(G(A)) @ G(G(B)) 
(4 
G(GO-’ 1 
G(W)) ’ G(Z) 
6’ 1 
F(W))- 
Replacing Lemma 3.2 with Lemma 4.3, and proceeding as in the proofs of 
Theorems 3.8 and 3.9 then gives the following: 
Theorem 4.4. The category S(C) whose objects are elements of the free 
(1, *( ), ( )*, @)- a e lg b ra on Oh(C) and whose maps are given by 
S(C)(X, Y) = (C, Z/2)-diagrams from w(X) to w(Y) mod&o isotopy 
is isomorphic to the free sovereign category on C. 0 
In the braided case we have the following: 
Theorem 4.5. The category BS(C) whose objects are elements of the free 
(1, *( ), ( )*, @)- a e 1s b ra on Oh(C) and whose maps are given by 
BS(C)(X, Y) = (C, z/2)-tangles from w(X) to w(Y) 
modulo regular isotopy 
is isomorphic to the free sovereign category on C. 0 
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Again one can obtain equivalences with various strictifications, and state a 
formal-diagram coherence theorem: 
Corollary 4.6. A formal diagram built of instances of composition, 0, “( ), ( )*, I, 
ffY, o -‘, P, p-l, L A-‘, +,4-I, h, e, 7, and F (resp. the same together with instances 
of o, and 6’) and object variables describes a commutative diagram for all 
instantiations of the variables by objects in a sovereign category (resp. braided 
sovereign category) if and only if the underlying diagrams (resp. tangles) of its legs 
are isotopic (resp. regularly isotopic). 0 
5. Biadjoints 
One strictification of the theory of sovereign categories is of particular interest: 
that in which all components of 4 are identity maps, so that the monoidal functors 
*( ) and ( )* actually coincide. 
In particular, we show that sovereign categories with all components of 4 
equalities are the ‘pivotal categories’ of Joyal and Street [4]. 
Definition 5.1. A pivotal category is a monoidal category, equipped with a choice 
for each object of right adjunction (A*, TV, F~), and a natural isomorphism of 
monoidal functors 
such that 
ii 
A*- A*** 
\.\\*I 
i,. 
iA’ 
A* 
commutes for all A 
Proposition 5.2. Every sovereign category with every component of 4 an identity 
map is a pivotal category with i = k = K : A * * + A, and right adjoints as given. 
Conversely every pivotal category is a sovereign category with all components of 6, 
identity maps, when h and e are given by 
h, = qn*(i,- @ A*) , eA = (A* @ iAi)cA* . 
Proof. The condition on i in the definition of a pivotal structure is the triangle 
identity for k and K. The converse is immediate. 0 
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The reader will note that the two constructions are strictly inverse to each 
other, and will induce isomorphisms between suitably constructed 2-category of 
pivotal categories and a full sub-2-category of the 2-category of sovereign 
categories. (The 2-categorically minded reader will note that this statement is 
subject to many interpretations depending upon how strictly the l-arrows pre- 
serve structure in each case.) 
We then have the coherence theorems of Joyal and Street [4] for pivotal 
categories. 
Theorem 5.3. The category P(C) whose objects are elements of the free 
(I, ( )*, @)-algebra on Oh(C) and whose maps are given by 
P(C)(X, Y) = (C, Z/2)-diagrams from w(X) to w(Y) modulo isotopy 
is isomorphic to the free pivotal category. 0 
For braided pivotal categories: 
Theorem 5.4. The category BP(C) whose objects are elements of the free 
(1, ( )*, @)- a e lg b ra on Oh(C) and whose maps are given by 
BP(C)(X, Y) = (C, Z/2)-tangles from w(X) to w(Y) 
module regular isotopy 
is isomorphic to the free braided pivotal category on C. 0 
In terms of formal diagrams we have the following: 
Corollary 5.5. A formal diagram built of instances of composition, 63, ( )*, I, (Y, 
(Y +, P, p-l, A, A-‘, h, e, 7, and e (resp. the same together with instances of U, and 
a-‘) and object variables describes a commutative diagram for all instantiations of 
the variables by objects in a pivotal category (resp. braided pivotal category) if and 
only if the underlying diagrams (resp. tangles) of its legs are isotopic (resp. 
regularly isotopic). 0 
As in previous sections, one can strictify any or all of the monoidal structure, 
( )* as a monoidal functor, and the inversion of ( )* (by itself), in each case 
obtaining a free category for the stricter axiomatics which is equivalent to that for 
the relaxed axiomatics. In particular, for a discrete base S, strictifying all of the 
structures yields the category of S-colored tangles modulo regular isotopy dis- 
cussed in [2], which is thus equivalent to the free braided pivotal category on the 
discrete category S (and indeed to the free braided sovereign category on S). 
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